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IM ENGLISH 
MAY 2012 SESSION 

EXAMINERS’  REPORT 
 
OVERVIEW 
 

As the distribution of marks detailed in the Table below demonstrates, candidates performed quite well, 
overall, and were on the whole adequately prepared for this exam. The Examiners’ feedback presented in this 
document expands on those aspects of candidates’ performance which reflect sound preparation and an 
appropriate command of English, while also indicating those areas in need of closer attention.  
 
In general, while many candidates demonstrated knowledge of their chosen text and an ability to present the 
basic elements of an idea (in essay writing) or of a given text (in the comprehension or literature sections), 
only a few managed to extend this to illustrating a finer understanding of more complex or nuanced issues in a 
given text or in essay writing. In short, it is necessary to reiterate last year’s Examiners’ report by noting that 
while a good number of candidates demonstrated a good grasp of a range of language structures and 
appropriate vocabulary, this alone is not the sole concern of an English exam at this level. While knowledge of 
the English language and its structure is important, it is also vital that candidates demonstrate an ability to 
apply this knowledge to effectively convey thoughts and views across a variety of contexts. 
 

 
Grade 

 

 
No. of Candidates 

 
% of Candidates 

A 101 6.6 

B 182 11.9 

C 441 28.8 

D 233 15.2 

E 249 16.3 

F 299 19.5 

Absent 25 1.6 

Total 1530 100 
 

Grade No. of Candidates % of Candidates 

A-C 724 47.3 

A-E 1206 78.8 

F 299 19.5 

 

DISTRIBUTION OF MARKS 

The figures above indicate a good performance by the majority of the candidates and a pattern of 
improvement over recent years. Poor command of simple sentence structures and a limited range of 
vocabulary together with poor organisation of ideas characterised the weaker papers. The following sections 
give a detailed account of the Examiners’ findings and feedback. 
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ORAL PAPER 
Candidates were, on the whole, well prepared for their Oral Paper, and were generally familiar with the format 
of the exam. Candidates demonstrating an ability to control the sound system and patterns of connected 
speech, as well as having a good knowledge of grammar structures and a wide range of vocabulary to hand, 
were able to do well in this section, and many of them did indeed perform well. Those candidates not having 
much exposure to the English language beyond the confines of their lecture rooms were more hesitant and 
less confident in expressing themselves, but still managed to perform relatively well on average. It is to be 
noted that although the oral paper is allocated 10 marks, many of the qualities that contribute to good writing 
skills will also apply here, particularly in the case of having a good knowledge base of structure and 
vocabulary, and also, in being able to present a coherent theme or argument.  

 
SECTION A – LANGUAGE 
 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
The overall aim of this section is to allow candidates the opportunity to demonstrate their ability to execute a 
range of language tasks in a communicatively effective way. Such tasks include reading a text in order to 
uncover both the gist of the text and also, at another level, to grasp ideas which may be more implicitly 
referred to, summarising the key theme and main points of a text in writing, and finally, writing at greater 
length. In general, those candidates who performed well in this exam (grade C and above), managed to 
accomplish these tasks comfortably, while the remaining candidates (grade D and lower), depending on their 
performance in Section B and in their Oral exam, demonstrated the ability to use English in a range of writing 
tasks to a limited degree. 

ESSAY CHOICES 
A wide range of writing tasks was offered and all six essay types were attempted, with the most popular being 
the argumentative (b) and the narrative (f) types. The one-word title ‘Relaxation’ (d) lent itself to a range of 
essay types and this was also a popular choice, with many candidates choosing to adopt a discursive style for 
this option. The least popular choices were the descriptive essay (a) and the report (e).  

LANGUAGE USAGE AND TEXT ORGANISATION 
A number of essays presented were a pleasure to read. They demonstrated a comfortable command of a 
wide range of both simple and complex structures and excellent use of vocabulary and idiomatic language. 
This strong grasp of the language, coupled with effective textual organisation, resulted in some brilliant 
essays. On the other hand, the weaker essays were characterised by a range of very basic errors across the 
spectrum of language usage and organisation of ideas, including difficulty with the usual spelling contrasts 
(where/were, it’s/its, etc), inappropriately used and half remembered idioms and fixed expressions, and a poor 
grasp of the tense system, particularly in the case of the narrative tenses.  

As a related issue, it was noted that the word count of a significant number of essays fell well below the 
recommended figure. Excessively short essays will inevitably lack the required level of coherent development 
of ideas. For different but related reasons concerning overall coherence, essays which are particularly long 
also risk losing a potentially neat and cogent structure. Candidates are therefore urged to keep to the 
recommended word limit in this section. 

Of greater concern though, is the worrying pattern, also noted in previous reports, that poor control of basic 
grammar and vocabulary is often strongly associated with a general inability to organise ideas and thoughts 
into a coherent theme. It is very rare to see a generally well organised essay, with a clear progression of 
ideas, which is superficially hindered by poor grammar, for example. While this correlation may appear to be 
simplistically obvious, the implications that this has for the importance of language to serve, minimally, an 
efficient communicative function in various contexts, should be noted.  
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Another strategy noted among some candidates is an attempt to circumvent a weaker grasp of English 
language usage by including apparently memorised chunks of language in the form of all-purpose phrases or 
fixed expressions. While there is nothing inherently wrong in this, it should be emphasised that it can lead to 
candidates only managing to present a fragmented or incoherent trail of unrelated ideas, as noted in a number 
of essays. 

A. Easter in Malta and Gozo 
This title was generally interpreted well and candidates had the opportunity to present either narrative or 
descriptive essay forms. The majority opted for the latter and here, the stronger candidates had little difficulty 
presenting a balance of personal experiences and typical spectacles or religious festivities associated with the 
period. A few of the weaker candidates would have benefited from more careful planning as they embarked 
on a description of typical Maltese traditions associated with Easter but ran into difficulties if they did not have 
enough vocabulary in English to describe such contexts. 

B. It’s better to eat to live rather than to live to eat. Do you agree? 
While many of these essays were well structured in following a discursive theme, the expression was not 
always familiar to the candidates and was thus often misinterpreted. This did not necessarily compromise 
candidates’ marks, particularly if the essay maintained a coherent structure, but the occasional 
misinterpretation did sometimes cause the candidates to lose the thread of their argument. Other candidates 
brought their knowledge of biology into the discussion, with the stronger candidates managing to seamlessly 
integrate relevant information, while the weaker candidates sometimes resorted to using their biology 
knowledge as a crutch by providing lists of technical terms and digestive processes with little sense of overall 
cohesion. Clear self-expression and a coherent presentation of the argument in question merit higher marks 
than a demonstration of well-memorised terminology. 

C. Write a letter to a local organisation in which you wish to congratulate the organising committee on a recent 
activity, adding a few suggestions for future events. 
The majority of candidates wrote good formal letters giving positive feedback on an activity of their choice. 
The letters were generally well written and adhered to the norms of formal letter writing, although in some 
cases the register used was not appropriate.  Content sometimes took the form of extended lists of 
complaints, with the last part of the task being largely ignored, thus risking going out of point. 

D. Relaxation. 
Many candidates wrote successful essays in this title which lends itself to a range of formats, allowing 
candidates the chance to also indulge in some very evocative pieces of writing on imagery associated with 
relaxation. It should be noted that one word titles may lull candidates into feeling that they can write about 
anything and everything, but in fact, such open ended titles require candidates to be even more rigorous in 
forming a clear plan and structure for their essay, which otherwise risks degenerating into an aimless 
collection of random thoughts. This was a particular issue for some essays in this title. 

E. A television company aiming to attract younger viewers has asked you to compile a report on the variety 
and entertainment value of programmes available on television today. Write your report for the company. 
Only a handful of candidates managed to achieve this task by addressing the specific requests of the title and 
by adhering to a formal reporting style and structure. Unlike the case of the letter format which seems to be 
familiar to most candidates making that choice, the standard style expected of a report does not seem to be 
widely understood. 

F. ‘The moon seemed unusually large in the sky that night...’. Include this sentence in a short story for a 
science fiction and/or fantasy magazine. 
This task was a popular one, with many candidates writing imaginative pieces which were both controlled and 
engaging, and generally written in an appropriate style for the genre. Some essays attempted to give a thinly 
veiled rendition of a popular film plot, but candidates are discouraged from adopting this strategy. Issues of 
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originality aside, it is very difficult to compress all the details and sub-plots of a film into the required word limit 
and the attempt generally ends in a failure to adequately complete the task. An effort to focus on better essay 
planning is especially recommended for those choosing to attempt a narrative essay. 

 

Comprehension  

GENERAL COMMENTS 
The text offered candidates a good opportunity to deal with both the general theme as well as thoughts and 
ideas which were more implicitly conveyed throughout the extract. Many of the candidates showed a good 
ability to grasp the overall theme of the text but had greater difficulty when it came to understanding the less 
explicit issues raised. 

a.  
Most candidates showed that particularly through the context, they could explain the word meanings in this 
question. ‘Acquisitions’ proved to be a challenging word to explain, although in some cases they did seem to 
get the sense of this as they actually listed some examples of ‘acquisitions’ mentioned in the text. They often 
did not expand on this though, by explaining what the word actually meant.  Candidates had most difficulty 
defining ‘Innocuous’ and ‘Vehemently’. 

b.  
The majority of the candidates managed this task well, although since the question was partly directed to a 
specific passage in the text, candidates sometimes copied chunks of text rather than efficiently paraphrasing, 
often limiting answers to the ‘why’ part of the question. The ‘how’ part of the question needed more careful 
answering, and many did not extend this far. 

c.  
This question requested the explanation of a fixed expression, whose meaning could be deduced from the 
context. Some candidates inferred that ‘in tune’ means ‘realistic’, but this was misguided, as the author is 
using ‘in tune’ here to further expand on his earlier comment of being ‘realistic’, not to define it. In fact, the 
author’s full expression includes being “in tune with the mainstream methodology”, and this is what was 
expected to be captured. 

d.   
This question required a sensitivity to the general tenor of the text and an understanding of the author’s 
position regarding ‘ownership’ or ‘aspirations’ as candidates attempted to understand the implied view 
connected with owning ‘some cars’. It was thus a little more challenging as it was not possible to lift or quote 
chunks of text; rather candidates were directed to use their own words in inferring from the indicated 
paragraph how the author felt. 

e.  
Quite unexpectedly, a good amount of candidates were not familiar with this expression. From the context, 
they could understand that the author is in disagreement with the two boys, but many failed to explain how 
this expression shows that the author has been trying to control his urge to comment for quite a while.  

f.  
Candidates generally accomplished this task well and the majority managed to work well within the word limit 
suggested. However, candidates need to pay close attention to the specific remit of the question in the 
summary exercise. The question did not ask for a summary of the text, but a summary of a particular theme in 
the text, giving candidates the chance to focus on a key element present throughout the text, and offering 
them a sense of how to organise their writing. For example, most candidates failed to refer to the general 
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concepts which made the author’s aspirations different from those of the two young boys and opted for a list 
of specific examples, such as wanting one car when the boys wanted ‘some cars’. 
 
Here then it would seem as though some candidates are perhaps compartmentalizing their skills a little too 
much. It is still important to read and follow the question closely, and it is still important to identify key themes 
and ideas in a text, when writing a summary. In other words, writing a good summary on a key theme is not 
simply a question of writing any kind of summary, but of combining knowledge gained from answering the 
previous questions, and reading both the text and the question carefully.  

 
SECTION B – LITERATURE 
 
GENERAL COMMENTS 
The responses in this section reveal that candidates are, with the exception of a small number, familiar with 
the novel they choose to write about. Most candidates are quite knowledgeable, sometimes very 
knowledgeable, about the basic elements of the texts, such as the plot, characters and central themes. They 
are able to correctly describe the episodes in their text and to outline the actions of the various characters. 
This is a necessary first step in the development of any sound response to a text. Yet clearly, it is not enough.  
Candidates whose work reveals that they can then develop their knowledge of the text into an argument in 
which their own critical insights and responses are evidenced are the ones who reach the expected level.  

It is clear that the degree of shift away from assuming that basic knowledge of a text is enough to answer 
literature questions at this level is not understood by all. While most candidates do attempt to use aspects of 
paraphrase as subservient to argument in their writing, too many have still not learned the skills to do this. 
They seem to have not understood that as one progresses in one’s studies, foregrounding an argument – 
making an argument explicit - becomes the way one needs to write.   

In essence, the point being made here is that the candidates’ inability to write argumentative texts is probably 
symptomatic of writing skills outside the confines of the literature component in this examination and needs to 
be addressed. 

The setters were fair and offered candidates the opportunity to write about central issues – religion in The 
Heart of the Matter, silence and self-expression in Purple Hibiscus, church and state in A Man for all Seasons 
and fantasy and reality in Atonement. It is hard to imagine anyone preparing for these texts without having 
explored these issues. Having said this, however, it must be added that the candidates’ responses evidenced 
discrepancies in the ease or ability to foregrounding argument between one text and another. For example, 
writing about religion in The Heart of the Matter and fantasy and reality in Atonement seemed to be more 
taxing on those candidates trying to foreground argument than it did on those writing about silence and self-
expression in Purple Hibiscus, not because the candidates answering one text were less or more prepared 
but because the theme of religion is explored more complexly by Greene than the theme of silence and self-
expression is by Ngozi Adichie. It is important to be clear about the fact that, at this level, markers cannot but 
expect solid argumentative (not paraphrased) answers on the central themes of prepared texts.  

 
THE GOBBET QUESTIONS 
Candidates’ responses unambiguously showed an understanding of the difference between open ended 
essays and gobbet questions. Gobbet answers suggested efforts to organize the text from specific to generic 
with repeated grounding of points made in the given passage. The responses also suggested that candidates 
are aware of the kind of balance that tends to be expected when writing about relation to the plot, characters 
and themes. Overall, there was a very positive performance by candidates in demonstrating an understanding 
of how to answer a gobbet question.  
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If anything, the only complaint one can make is that, in some instances, the candidates did not go even 
slightly beyond the confines of the gobbet when their answer was begging to draw into the argument 
references from other parts of the text. Candidates who restricted their answer to the passage alone or, on the 
contrary, failed to comment on the passage at all, tended to score low. Though few and far between, some 
candidates evidently opted for the gobbet question under the delusion that it could serve merely as a 
springboard for what seemed to be a ‘prepared’ essay. Such students evidently scored low.  

TEXT ANSWERS 
1A. The Heart of the Matter 
Responses on the relationship between Scobie and Yusef were generally acceptable in that the facts 
concerning this relationship were correct; responses also suggested a sensitivity and understanding of the 
different layers of dependency of one on the other. Stronger candidates tended to include a mature response 
to the uneasy relationship between the two and argued critically about the reader’s inability to truly know 
Yusef’s intentions. Very rarely did one come across essays that were organised in a manner where a 
paragraph or number of paragraphs exclusively focused on an aspect or trait in the relationship. Superficial 
essays that merely commented on Yusef’s attempt to blackmail Scobie and ignored the more genuine 
intentions of the Syrian businessman did poorly. 

What tended to mar some responses was the fact that observations and/or conclusions usually followed 
longish stretches of lines focusing on incidents or, even worse, the reader was expected to infer these 
conclusions from the candidates’ focus on incidents mentioned.  

1B. The Heart of the Matter 
As expected this was a popular choice. There are two main points one can make on the candidates’ 
performance in this question. The first is that candidates were extremely knowledgeable of the role of religion 
in The Heart of the Matter and, secondly, that this knowledge was, at times, working against them because 
they found it very difficult to manage this volume of knowledge in a cleanly organised argumentative 
response. Only the stronger candidates moved on to develop their argument by outlining the distinction 
between God and the Church. This crucial point was overlooked by far too many candidates who, as a result, 
failed to appreciate Scobie’s profound relationship with God.  

Candidates should be commended on grasping this knowledge well. However, faced by what must have 
seemed a mammoth task of bringing most of this knowledge into their answer or being selective, they 
defaulted into organising material according to chronology which definitely did not do justice to the kind of 
preparation they must have had.  

1C. The Heart of the Matter 
This was also a popular choice. Most of the candidates who opted to answer the gobbet did very well. Not a 
single candidate failed to identify where the passage occurs in the novel. The responses also revealed an 
ability to write well about the characters specifically mentioned in the passage or made reference to. The 
passage also offered the candidates the possibility of writing about different themes, such as the relationships 
between Scobie and Ali, and Louise and Yusef, or the theme of religion and suicide in Catholicism. On the 
whole, this question generated a very positive performance by the candidates in this task. 

2A. Purple Hibiscus 
Given the central importance of the themes of oppression and freedom in the novel, it comes as no surprise 
that this was a popular choice. One must note the clarity with which candidates organised the content in their 
responses, distinguishing between the silence in one household and the sense of freedom in the other. This 
was, obviously, facilitated by the transparency and simplicity with which this difference is presented in the 
novel. Candidates who opted for this question were able to critically develop their ideas about the two 
households whilst also bringing in the political turmoil of Nigeria at the time of the novel’s setting. Generally 
speaking, candidates managed to get this right. It was disappointing, however, to find that not all (as one has 
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to expect) candidates departed from this simple division to explore Eugene’s paradoxical ‘psyche’. Beyond the 
silence and self-expression of the children, one has to expect all candidates to explore this aspect of the 
novel. This most narrow interpretation of the question was also seen in the fact that not a single candidate 
ventured into exploring the possibility that the theme also has to do with the subjugation of women in a 
patriarchal society or the silence of the church (as manifested by Father Benedict) so long as the contributions 
from people like Eugene came in. 

2B. Purple Hibiscus 
There was very little to get wrong in writing about Father Benedict and Father Amadi. These are 
uncomplicated ‘cardboard’ characters whose behaviour and role is evident. As mentioned in the comments 
above, it was disappointing not to find anyone who, besides presenting Father Benedict as representing the 
white colonial father, dared mention the possibility of collusion between the representative of the church and 
his benefactor. A good number of students failed to outline Father Amadi’s role in Kambili’s self-discovery or 
how Father Benedict’s autocratic and colonial understanding of priesthood indirectly fuelled Eugene’s tyranny 
at home. On the other hand, candidates who kept the main plot within sight were able to develop their 
argument further and avoided the more ungainly option of merely listing details referring to the physical 
appearance and character traits of the said priests.  

2C. Purple Hibiscus 
None of the candidates who opted to answer the gobbet had any difficulty placing the gobbet in the immediate 
context. Neither did they have any problem in explaining clearly to the reader the experience of and 
surrounding the given passage. Also quite a good proportion of the candidates ‘used’ the passage as a 
platform to ground a proper write-up on related themes. Unfortunately, however, a greater proportion than one 
would like to see loaded their answer with repeated examples of Eugene’s suppression of the family, 
translating their answer into a list of ‘more of the same’. 

3A. & B.  A Man for all Seasons 
In spite of the apparent difference between the two questions, they test a similar basic knowledge – the 
church and the convenience of the state. 

It must be immediately acknowledged that the candidates who attempted these questions were very well 
prepared and demonstrated a very good grasp of the religio-political tension surrounding the events of the 
play. Their responses tended to clearly present this context as a point of departure of their argument so that 
what followed in their writing seemed to naturally fall into place. Candidates showed that they were sensitive 
to the little twists and turns and manoeuvres going on as characters try to wriggle through the constraints of 
the legal systems, morality, convenience, the church, the King’s wishes and the broader relationships 
between England, Spain and Rome. 

3C. A Man for all Seasons 
The gobbet answers were generally strong answers. The part of the answer that had to do with the relation of 
the passage to the plot definitely did not present any difficulty. This comes as no surprise given the even 
deeper grasp of the play the rest of the answers tended to demonstrate. Very rarely was a candidate not 
sensitive to the mood and reasoning of More and Alice in this particular gobbet or could not explain how this 
stage of More’s reasoning fits in his overall strategy. 

4A. Atonement 
Candidates attempting this question followed a narrow and (what must have seemed to them) safe 
interpretation of the notions of fantasy and reality in the novel. In the majority of responses, candidates spoke 
about Briony’s misinterpretation of the events she saw (as different to what reality was) and Briony’s effort to 
atone for her mistakes in her fiction. While there is no doubt that interpreting the title in this manner did not 
undermine the candidates’ performance, one would have liked to see the possible interpretation of fantasy 
and reality not exclusively to Briony. Not a single candidate dared go beyond the narrowest possibility.  
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Similarly, a great number of essays were limited to a summary of the main events that led to Robbie’s 
imprisonment, in some cases ignoring Briony’s naïveté and her misinterpretation of the various events on that 
fateful morning. As a result, such essays did not reach the required level of argumentation and maturity of 
response expected at this level. Very few candidates were able to tackle this question comprehensively by 
dealing, for instance, with the two frames of the novel and how this casts doubt on the events as narrated by 
an ageing Briony who is suffering from dementia.  

4B. Atonement 
Probably because the very nature of the question seems to have lured candidates into it, the responses to this 
question were, generally speaking, essentially narrative. At times, they drifted into a near paraphrase of too 
much of the book. There is no doubt that the candidates knew how Briony’s imagination ‘changes the course 
of events’ for Robbie Turner (and one needed to credit this). However, the quality of the answers was such 
that only when concerned with Robbie’s military experience did candidates attempt to really explore his 
character and acknowledge character tendencies/traits. Unfortunately, very few candidates showed the 
necessary skill to comment about the character with critical distance and to reveal a thorough knowledge of 
the novel. 

4C. Atonement 
The Atonement gobbet was definitely not one of the favourite options. The reason did not seem to have been 
the fact that candidates could not relate the given passage to the plot but rather the apparent difficulty to write 
about the notion of creating ‘importance’ or ‘secret’ when or where there is none.  

 

Chairperson 
Board of Examiners 
 
July 2012 


